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Whatever Life Brings, Look For Opportunity 

Joa              

Scott and Joan Bolzan’s true love for each other has kept them solid and optimistic             

though tragedies and triumph on their journey of life together.  They have persevered and   

learned a higher sense of purpose through the loss of their first daughter, a drug addiction           

of their only son, Joan’s reoccurring depression and Scott’s career defeats and challenges            

as an NFL player, his becoming a pilot and owner/entrepreneur of a successful private       

aviation company, and most recently his devastating brain injury that erased the memories          

of his 46-year life.                                                                                                                                                              

Scott’s memoir, co-written with his wife Joan, My Life, Deleted, comes out in fall 2011              

from HarperOne. Sought after keynote speakers, the Bolzan’s share their remarkable story                                                                               

and how their business and  personal life lessons apply to a variety of groups, including     

business organizations, athletic associations, educational institutions, and brain injury 

associations. Some of their speaking clients include Business Clubs of America, Tucson      

Medical Center, Sprint, CBS Outdoor, Udall Law Firm, the University of   Phoenix, and          

The Ken Blanchard Executive MBA.  They can be booked together or separately. The             

Bolzan’s custom-tailored talks are candid, heartfelt, filled with humor, and leave audiences 

inspired and understanding that “Whatever Life Brings, Look For Opportunity.”  

 

 

 is available to speak to all groups yet focuses on the following: 

 Business Organizations 

 Medical Groups 

 Women’s Groups 

Educational Institutions 

“I listened to Scott and Joan recount their journey and challenges with passion, a sense of humor, but also with great insight 

into their lives and future. I came away with an abiding sense of purpose and a renewed dedication to my own life and 

family to live in the moment and take nothing for granted…. Therefore, one of the messages that we learn listening to Joan 

and Scott is that even after all has been taken away, if you have built a life based on sound moral values, you can and will 

pull through because your foundation is rock solid….Their story is an inspiration for love, courage and hope, to which we 

should all aspire.” — Thom Cope J.D SPHR, Udall Law 

 
Speaking Topics 

* Whatever Life Brings, Look For Opportunity (Together)                                                                                                                           

*Never Give Up: Turning Life’s Setbacks Into Life’s Opportunities (Scott)         

*Business and Leadership: Lessons From The Football Field (Scott)                                                                     

*Inspiration and Change Through Leadership (Joan)                                                                                                                                                           

*Harnessing Life’s Defining Moments  (Joan)    
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Scott Bolzan:                                     

Former NFL Player, Pilot,             

Entrepreneur, Father, Brain Injury                     

Survivor                                                                             
Joan Bolzan, RN, MSL:  
Executive, Registered Nurse, 

Mother, Wife of a Brain Injury 

Survivor 


